<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nom de devoir</th>
<th>Date à rendre</th>
<th>Date rendue</th>
<th>Initials de parents</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Possible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Register on website: [http://lakeridgeutah.org/french/](http://lakeridgeutah.org/french/)  
2. Turn in signed disclosure document in basket  
3. Assignment 1: practice greetings  
4. Practice 1: Reading, learn the French alphabet and accents, learn on correctly identifying the sounds you hear | A: 21/8  
B: 22/8 |  |  | 10pts |  |
| 1. Study vocabulary (list 12 - commands) for 10 minutes  
2. Assignment 2: teach greetings  
3. Practice 2: Speaking, watch the French alphabet video and practice saying your alphabet and accents correctly | A: 25/8  
B: 26/8 |  |  | 10pts |  |
| 1. Study vocabulary (list 3 & 5 - nationalities and feelings or emotions) for 10 minutes  
2. Practice 3: Listening, watch the *Jacques a dit* video and play this game with your friends or family | A: 27/8  
B: 28/8 |  |  | 10pts |  |
| 1. Study vocabulary (list 4 - numbers) for 10 minutes  
2. Assignment 3: teach the alphabet  
3. Practice 4: Listening, read about commands and take the following instruction quiz | A: 29/8  
B: 2/9 |  |  | 10pts |  |
| 1. Study vocabulary (list 9 & 13 - telling time and greetings) for 10 minutes  
2. Assignment 4: spell words out loud  
3. Practice 5: Listening, watch video about time and read about telling time in French | A: 3/9  
B: 4/9 |  |  | 10pts |  |
| 1. Study vocabulary (list 6,7,& 8 - weather, days of the week, months, and seasons) for 10 minutes  
2. Assignment 5: practice greetings & nationality test  
3. Practice 6: Listening, learn # song and go through numbers and dates, and take the basic information practice writing quiz | A: 5/9  
B: 8/9 |  |  | 10pts |  |
| 1. Study vocabulary (list 1&2 - dialogue) for 10 minutes  
2. Assignment 6: learn about French names  
3. Practice 7: Listening, learn about nationalities, do the two writing practices to understand making nationalities feminine or plural | A: 9/9  
B: 10/9 |  |  | 10pts |  |
| 1. Assignment 7: greetings video - practice formal and informal greetings  
2. Practice 8: Listening, go through weather power points and practice various weather expressions and watch weather song | A: 11/9  
B: 12/9 |  |  | 10pts |  |
| 1. Assignment 8: weather report  
2. Practice 9: Writing, review vowel sounds and practice writing your name as well as practice writing other vocabulary words | A: 15/9  
B: 16/9 |  |  | 10pts |  |
| 1. Assignment 9: watch a French audio DVD and write words with translations  
2. Practice 10: Conversations, Read about communication and formal v. informal in the conversation section | A: 17/9  
B: 18/9 |  |  | 10pts |  |
| 1. Assignment 10: review for your unit 1 exam | A: 19/9  
B: 22/9 |  |  | 10pts |  |

**Total Points**: 110pts